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What is systematic review
It is a high-level overview of primary research that 
tries to find, evaluate, synthesize and appraise all 
high-quality research evidence relevant to that 
question.

It is considered as the strongest and 
highest quality of evidence.

Why is it important?
 Answer a specific clinical question
 Provide comprehensive view of evidence
 Minimize bias
 Identify research gaps 



Identify the specific question, and define the 
search strategy also criteria (e.g. population, 
intervention type) 

The systematic review process

Scope & Design

Search

Screen & Extract

Analyse & 
Synthesize

Conclusion

Systematic Reviews

Run the searches in the database

Screen all obtained results, and segregate 
the relevant ones out

Analyse the results and synthesize a summary

Conclude the overall findings 

Embase can help 



What is Embase?



How Embase can help

• Guided search forms (e.g. PICO) to 
formulate complex search strategy

• Auto-suggested Emtree thesaurus and 
synonyms

• Comprehensive coverage
• Up-to-date
• Recommended by authorities

• Filter and subheadings
• Full text indexed by Emtree
• Save search strategy, and export 

results

Scope & Design

Search

Screen & 
Extract



I. Scope & Design

“The detailed specification of the review question(s) requires consideration of 
several key components (Richardson et al 1995, Counsell 1997) which can often 
be encapsulated by the ‘PICO’ mnemonic, an acronym for Population, Intervention, 
Comparison(s) and Outcome.” 

Higgins JPT, Thomas J, Chandler J, Cumpston M, 
Li T, Page MJ, Welch VA (editors). Cochrane 
Handbook for Systematic Reviews of 
Interventions version 6.0 (updated July 2019). 
Cochrane, 2019. Available from 
www.training.cochrane.org/handbook.

What is PICO?

- Patient Problem or Population, 
- Intervention, 
- Comparison or Control, and
- Outcome

PICO is a method used to structure the 
elements (concepts) of the review question 
into a search strategy.

It is important to search literature from an objective and justified 
point of view:

Chapter 2, Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Intervention 



Take an example:
Does the application of a topical 
anaesthetic applied on the skin reduce 
pain in newborn infants who require a 
procedure that punctures the skin?

Using PICO in Embase to run a search 

Use the PICO search form:
A. Population: newborn infants
B. Intervention: topical anaesthetics 
C. Comparison: placebo
D. Outcome: pain

Tips: Recommend to use Emtree 
terms (with the orange dot in front) 
This preferred term represents all 
synonyms and is used to index Embase 
articles.

Tips: Include the synonyms that 
relevant to the question to get the 
most exhaustive results



Embase easily formulates the query via PICO

P

I
C
O



II. Search: where to search literature?

From appendix A4 of MEDDEV 2.7/1 rev 4, it highlights the important literature databases to be 
used as sources, specifically stating:

“MEDLINE® or PubMed® can provide a good starting point for a search. 
however, with potentially incomplete coverage of European journals and 
reduced search features, comprehensiveness is not necessarily guaranteed.”

Search should be as exhaustive as possible, and includes 
published or non-published articles for a comprehensive and 
objective view. 

 Comprehensive
 Up-to-date
 Recommended by authorities 

The database should be



Embase is the most comprehensive biomedical 
literature database

Comprehensive
 44M+ records, including 3.6M conference abstracts
 Over 8000 journals from worldwide
 Content coverage from 1947 till now, focused on drugs, disease, and medical devices
 Including article preprints from MedRXiv and BioRXi

Up-to-date
 Records added daily
 Embase thesaurus (Emtree) are updated 3 times per year to capture all new concepts
 Embase AiP/In-Process indexing makes content searchable within 2-3 weeks after publication

Recommended by authorities
 European Commission 
 Cochrane Handbook
 WHO
 NICE and more..



III. Screen & Extract: how to filter results?
Filters and subheadings
Quick filters on the top ribbon such as 
‘EBM’ that can be used to filter for any 
existing reviews from Cochrane or 
other important study types

Different types of subheadings like Sources 
of literatures, Drugs, Disease, Devices, 
Study Type and etc to narrow down as 
much relevant as wish



III. Screen & Extract: how to filter results?
Full text indexed with Emtree

View abstract or full text articles 
to screen the results 

the Index Terms in bold mean they are the major 
focus of this record. Terms highlighted in yellow 
represent search terms, while terms highlighted in 
green are the result of explosion terms



III. Screen & Extract: how to filter results?

One major criteria of systematic reviews is that searches should be reproducible, to provide 
transparency for others to verify and understand how it was constructed to increase the 
creditability of the review.

Save or export the search strategy for future 

Save the search in private or shared folders 
for access later, or re-run the search

Save strategy and export results



Summary

Comprehensive and Up-to-date
• A single database provides all types of articles needed
• Continued developing Emtree terms to capture new concepts, diseases and etc

Dedicated search forms and filter features
• Guided search forms (e.g. PICO) to help construct complex queries 
• Filters and subheadings to screen and extract to the most relevant results

Emtree and full-text indexing
• 81K+ Emtree terms and 355K+ synonyms for all concepts with precision
• Full text articles indexed manually to capture all major and minor ideas

Embase helps researches stay on top of their research needs:
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